Abstract. Man-in-the-loop (MITL) target recognition system can recognise the target by man operation in the long-distance, and it is a new target reconition system presented for solving Auto Target Recognition (ATR) system's drawbacks of very low recognition probability in condition of complex background. But MITL relays on template matching of ATR, and the real-time template is not checked by matching criterions. At present, the problem of the lower target recognition probability, poor precision and poor reliability are not solved. To solve the problem, research using Inertial Navigation System (INS) and optical imaging sensor's Field Of View(FOV) to assist MITL. Design a correct model assistansed by INS and FOV of imaging, and simulations are done to check the model and the rusult show that the model can provid target direction angle for aircraft, and the angel precision is fine.
Introduction
With the rapid improvement of high precision weapons, the target recognition technique is improved in many fields, such as detecting target from sea, missile defense system and air defense system, etc. In these fields, the Auto Target Recognition technique is applied successfully and broadly. But ATR is often failed to recognize the target when the background of target is very complex. That is say the background of target is more complex the correct recognition probability and reliability are lower.
For example, in war-field, the pictures of the same target from image sensor may vary largely for different altitude, different distance, different directions, different season and different weather etc. Those result in the ATR drawbacks of low recognition probability and low reliability, especially in the condition with complicated environment and bad weather, the ATR is ineffective for care-disguised targets, flying targets in low altitude, small target from long-distance and the half-hidden target. For solving the problem, Man-in-the-loop (MITL) is used in the target recognition to approve the performance of target recognition. MITL system sends out the image from the borne-image-sensor to the ground control-device through the wireless data chain, then operators can recognize the target from the image and the ground control-device sends the target position information back to the missile to assist the missile recognizing the target. Because human is most intelligence in recognizing target than a superlative machine, the MITL together with ATR will play a more important role in long range target recognizing.
In operation, MITL system artificially selects a new target match-plate for ATR, and then ATR matches the new target match-plate with the real-time view-field photo took by the borne-image-sensor. This method of MITL can overcome the unexpected effect for long delay time of transmission through data chain. But from various experiments, this kind of mode of MITL still has some problems. The first, when MITL works, it still relays on ATR system to match the target match-plate from MITL with the real-time image. So MITL is works with ATR work together in serial mode to complete an image-matching. And the new match-plate from MITL is not checked through the image-match criterions, for which the failed-match probability is large in some complex environment. The second, guidance system of precise weapons is generally combined by several navigation methods. The present method of MITL neglected the other systems' guidance information. If make use of the data of Inertial Navigation System (INS) and sight navigation technique, it can provide target origin information to assistant the MITL and ATR.
7] -[6 For overcoming the above problems, according to the INS and the machine sight information, this paper designs a kind of MITL assistant mathematic model, which can provide the target directions relative to aircraft and aircraft flying directions. And this novel method is independent to provide the target directions information but do not depend on ATR. And the data-fusion technique can used to increase the accuracy of target recognizing.
General Designing of the Novel MITL Method Based on INS
Research the relationship between INS information such as position, velocity and attitude, and INS information variation during the MITL delay-time, and optical image sensor attitude and FOV, and MITL information received from ground control-device. Then the aircraft estimate the target azimuth relative to itself. By using the above method research how to design models to assistant and correct the target recognizing result of MITL.
The working process of estimating the target azimuth relative to the aircraft by using INS information is shown as Fig.1 . a) Compute the position of the pixel point selected by MITL ground control-device in the image from aircraft image sensor, and the position just is the target position in the same image. According to the FOV of image sensor, calculate the range between the image center and the selected pixel point position in the image to estimate the target azimuth error angles.
b) The MITL information has a relay-time for transmitting wireless in long distance. So the target azimuth error angles must be corrected by the INS output information (position and attitude) to compensate the effect of the delay-time. As a result, an assistant model is built base on INS to give a stand-alone target azimuth angles relative to the aircraft. 
Assistant Models Design and Algorithm

Correcting-model of MITL without Relay-time and Error Analysis
In the aircraft flying, it acquiring a target area image and transmit the image to the ground control-device through the wireless data chain. Then the operator judges the target and selects the target by hitting the computer mouse from the ground control-device. The selected target position is sent back to the aircraft. Suppose that the information received by the aircraft have no delay-time, the target recognizing correcting-model is discussed.
Built an image plat coordinate system of two axes, and the axes unit is pixels number, as the Fig.2 shown. In which, O is located in the central point of the image, and 0
is the point selected by MITL system. Suppose the FOV is exact square and total number of pixels is n n  , the angular FOV is C 1 is the direction cosine matrix from axes of image plat to axes of aircraft.
Correct Sight-Line Errors Caused by Position Errors
As the time of receiving the return target position from MITL is late for several seconds than the time of aircraft get the image. And during the delay-time the aircraft position is changed from 1 P to 2 P . And the aircraft position changing cause the sight-line error angle   , as shown in Fig.3 , and the value of   is:
In which, 1 d is the length from 1 P to the target, 2 d is the length from 2 P to the target, 3 d is the length from 1 P to 2 P . (4), the projected angle of   in y-axis of aircraft is:
Correct Sight-Line Errors Caused by Attitude Errors
There is delay-time in the process of receiving the return target position from MITL, so the aircraft attitude is changed during the delay-time. And the changed angle value is record by INS of aircraft and this angle can be compensated. Because the delay-time is several second, the constant drift of INS is considered too small to neglect. So in this case only the angle error caused by random errors is considered, and it is treat as a Gaussian noise.
Simulation Test
Simulation conditions: INS attitude drift is 0. . The pitch and yaw errors create the striking error of 0.046m. So the correcting-model is more effect when the aircraft is of more than 5km distance from the target.
Simulation test 2: 100 times simulation is done to check the FOV correcting-model, position correcting-model and the collective correcting-model in 6km distance from the target. And the simulation is shown in Fig.5 to Fig.7 . 
Conclusions
Analysis the drawbacks of MITL and design a correcting-models to assistant recognizing target. Simulation tests are done, and main conclusions of this paper are as follows:
The correcting-models can provide the target direction information ATR-independently, so it can be used to fuse with MITL.
The sight-line rebuilt by the model is high precision and it can be used in some aircrafts. The models need be tested in practical experiment, and design a data fusion method to improve the precision and reliability of target recognizing in future.
